Tour Group Meeting Rotation
(Problem set and snacks)
9/5/03

Michael “AFM” Casavant
Stephanie “Jefe” Chanteau
Huahua “Motorhead” Jian
Long “Dragon” Cheng
Chris “Dykanator” Dyke
Michael “Martha” Stewart
Jared “The Next Price” Hudson
Jason “Josh II, the return” Stephenson
Jake “the Snake” Ciszek
Pancho “Who told u u were from Oregon?” Maya
Austen “Vacation Boy” Flatt
Jianli “Jelly” He
Yuming “Yao Ming” Zhao
Yasuhiro “Kit-Kat” Shirai
David “Matthew Broderick” Skyler

It is each person’s responsibility to keep track of when it is his/her turn to prepare a problem set and bring sufficient and adequate snacks for the group.

If there is a problem, please see me.

Stephanie.